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MULTISTAGE REGRESSION MODEL 
LUBOMÍR KUBÁČEK 
(Received November 30, 1983) 
Summary. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given under which the best linear unbiased 
estimator (BLUE) Pt{Yv ..., Y.) is identical with the BLUE fit(flv ..., $._l9 Y-); Yj,..., Y-
are subvectors of the random vector Y in a general regression model (Y, X/?, £), (/?£, . . . /?•/ = /? 
a vector of unknown parameters; the design matrix X having a special so called multistage 
structure and the covariance matrix S are given. 
Keywords: regression model, mixed linear model. 
A MS classification: 62J05. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following special structure of the general linear model (Y, Xfi, £) is frequently 
encountered in practice: 
У = /Yi\ , * = ,x 1 ; 0, ..., 0 
Ч,l î -*2 
(*). 
-3 = /-Зi.i, o, 
0, Ł 2 , 
o, 
o, . . . , o 
^ З Д Î ^3 ,2? -*3> . . ., 0 
Cp,l> Çp,2> C p 3 , •••? ^p 
where Yh i = 1, 2,. . . , p, are column vectors of measurements, Pt vectors of para-
meters, X;, CtJ,
 yLii matrices of the corresponding dimensions. 
As an example of a real situation producing this structure we may consider the 
following problem: Suppose that it is required to determine the value of two sets 
of etalons, say, px = (p[
x\ ..., f ^ ) ' and p2 = (p[
2\ ..., J^2))' and that the scheme of 
practically feasible measurements is described by the oriented graph in Fig. 1. In 
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this graph the vertices represent the etalons and the oriented edges the measurements 
of differences between the etalons at the end and the beginning of the arrows; only 
the value of the etalon E is given. The measurement in the framework of the first 
stage is stochastically independent of the measurement performed at the second 
stage. If Jf(C21) means the column space of the matrix C2j9 then by inspection 
of Fig. 1 it can be easily seen that J?(C2A) cz Ji(X\). (On the importance of the 
Fig. l. 
condition Ji(C2 x) c Ji(X2) in the two-stage model see [5].) Another example 
see in [1]. 
The following best linear unbiased estimators (BLUEs) of the values fil9 ..., Pp 
in the multistage model can be considered: BLUE pt(Yl9 ..., Yt) of pt based on the 
realization of the vectors Yl9...,Yi9 i = 1 , . . . , p; BLUE jtt(Pl9 p29.,., fii-l9 Yt) 
of Pi based on the realization of estimators $1, ..., $i_1 and on the realization of 
Yi9 i = 2, ..., p, and BLUE Pt(Yt, ..., Yp) of pt based on the realization of the mea-
surement at all stages. This last estimator, however, is not used in practice because 
the results of the measurement at the i-th stage (the realization of the vector Y() 
must not have any influence on the values pl9 p2,..., Pi-^ 
The matrix 
Var [p0l9 ..., &_15 r ,)] - Var [pt(Yl9 ..., yf)] , 
where Var [fi0l9..., ^ - 1 ^ ) ] *
 V a r [PAXi* •••> Yi)l a r e t h e covariance matrices of 
the estimators pt(pl9 ..., ̂ _ 1 ? Yt)andpt(Yl9..., Yt), is obviously positive semidefinite 
(p.s.d.). However, the estimator fii(Pi, •-, Pi-i,Yt) requires substantially less cal-
culations than the estimator fit(Yl9 ••-, Y() and that is why only the former is used 
in practice. 
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If the equality &(&, ..., Pi-u Yt) = pt(Yl9 ..., Yt) is valid then no information 
on Pi contained in Yl9 ..., Yt is lost but a substantial saving of calculation is gained. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain conditions for the matrices Ctj under 
which such a situation occurs. 
2. DEFINITION AND AUXILIARY STATEMENTS 
Definition. A regression model (Y, X/?, £) is called a p-stage model, when it 
has the structure (*) and fulfils the condition: Jt(C\j) <= Jt(X'j)9 i = 2,...,p, 
j = 1, ..., i - 1. 
Lemma 2.1. Let matrices X1? X 2 ? £ 1 4 , S2 2 be of types nx x k1? n2 x k2? 
ni x nu n2 x n2> respectively, and let the matrix 
S = lSi.i. Si ,2 
\ S 2 j 5 s 2 2 
be symmetric and p.s.d. Then the minimum S-seminorm g-inversion of the matrix 
19 ) is given by the relation 
'X'lf o r /B1§1, Blf2 
V0?
 X 2 / m ( S ) \ B 2 , 1 > B 2 , 2 
where 
B l , l = (*l)m(*) ' B l , 2 = —\l — (Xi)m(Ei,i) ^ i } ^ l , l ^ l , 2 v ^ 2 ) m ( * * ) ' 
B 2 , l = " " { ' ~ (^2)m(S22)^2} ^2,2^2,l(X i) ,„(*) \ B2,2 = (-*2) m(**) ' 
(*) = £1 ? 1 — S12S2>2[S2_2 — S2 2(X2)m ( S 2 2 )X2J S2 2 S 2 ? 1 , 
(**) = ^ 2 , 2 — S2)1£1>1[£i,i — £ i , i (Xi ) m ( E l l ) X 1 J £1 } 1S1 > 2 , 
and I is the identity matrix. (The operations with the upper index ~ and with the 
lower index m(*) see in [4].) 
Proof. See Theorem 3A in [2]. 
Lemma 2.2. In the 2-stage model 
Yi\> lXn ° \{Pi\ s = Y
s i , i . o [© ^ 2 , i , X 2 y yPz/ \ " J £2,2 
the minimum H-seminorm g-inversion of the matrix 
x„ 0 
^ 2 , 1 ? ^ 2 
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3. BLUE IN THE p-STAGE REGRESSION MODEL 
For the sake of simplicity it is assumed in the following that the vectors pi9 .,., Pp 
are unbiasedly estimable. In the general case the following theorems are valid for 
the unbiasedly estimable linear functions of vectors pl9..., Pp (for details see Chpt. 4 
in [3]). 
Theorem 3.1. In the 2-stage model, p2(Yl9 Y2) = p2(pl9 Y2). 
Proof. In the model 
IAV ' vc-,i, xJ U ) ' s = U 1 ' 1 ' E-.JJ ' 
according to Lemma 2.2 the BLUE of p2 is 
$2{Y» Y2) = (0, I) 
Xt, 0 
c 2 д , x 2 
' (Yi 
Y _m(__)J \ ' 2 j 
= [(X.W. J ' {r- ~ C2>1[(Xi)-(_M)]' YJ . 
If in the regression model (Y2, C21p1 + X2/?2, __.22) (2nd stage) the BLUE 
fti(Yi) = [(^i)m(Si i)]' ^i ^ r o m * e m ° d e l (Yu X1)S1, S 1 4 ) (1st stage) is used instead 
of P± then the model 
(Y2 - C 2 > 1 A(Y.) , x2/}2,_;2>2 + c 2 , 1 [(xi)-- B l > 1 ) ] '._ 1 > 1 . 
• (X1)m (__1 ) l )C2 ! = S 2 2 ) 
is obtained. In this model the BLUE p2(pu Y2) of p2 is p2(pu Y2) = [(X'2)~ ( S 2 a ) ] ' . 
• (Y2 - CiJtft)). Thus p2(pu Yt) = fe(Ylf Y2). 
R e m a r k 3.1. If L 1 ? 1 = cr?V1? _C2 2 = o-2V2, where the values o\9 o\ are not 
known but the value Q = o\\o\ is known, then the situation is not changed essentially. 
v 1 ; o In Theorem 3.1 the matrix ( _ w ] can be used instead of the matrix S. The case 
of Q unknown is investigated among other things in [5]. 
Theorem 3.2. If the condition Ctj = 0 <=> i — j = 2, i = 3, ..., p, j = 1, . . . 
..., i — 1 is fulfilled in the p-stage model then p/^Pi-i, Yt) = $t(Yl9 ..., Y-), i = 
= 2,.. ., p. 
Proof. The case i = 2 is proved in Theorem 3.L Let p = 3. Models 





V3* = У3 - (0,C3 f 2) 
L = 
S 3 д = - ( 0 , C 3 t 2 ) 
X l f 0 
C 2 д , x 2 
s l д , o 
0, L : 
x1? o ү 






L = s; 
S3,3 = ---3,3 + c 3 f 2 L ( x 2 ) m ( S 2 2 ) j s 2 2 ( x 2 ) m ( S 2 2 ) C 3 2 , 
S 2 2 = L 2 > 2 + C 2 1 [ X 1 ) m ( E i } )J L t 1 ( X 1 ) m ( E i i ) C 2 t , 
are equivalent (each model is the result of a transformation of the other by a regular 
matrix). That is why the BLUE f3(Yl9 Y2, Y3) from the first model and the BLUE 
P3(YX, Y2, Y3) from the second model are identical. Due to Theorem 3.1 we have 
h{r„ Y2, Y*) = [(x&^j ' (V, - (0, c,,2) j r ^ ^ x 2 ) X J ' (r2) 
where 
(»-c>j{[fe.xJIJ(y;)-c»Kxa---»]'-
. {y2 - c2,,[(x',)„-(!,, „]• y,) = c}J,(r„ y2) = c3,J2«i„ y2). 
The matrix (**) can be expressed as follows: 
M--»-w-r-"[fcyLfe.yi^--
= s 3 . 3 (o> c , , 3 ) c з д , x ; T}' 
Jm(Ľ)J 
LL~ 
LV^2,i> x2j j w ( E ) \ C 2 1 , x 2 y j LV^
2A ' ^2/Jm(E) V^'3,2/ 
The equivalence 




ф ( o-c»^E'(c;:Л)} 
implies the identity (**) = S3 3. Thus we obtain p3(Yl9 Y2, Y3) = p3{Yu ^2^3)
 = 
= [(X3)m-(S3.3)]' (
y3 - C 3 , 2 [(X' 2 )- S 2 2 ) ] ' <Y2 - C2 j l[(X'1),-S i > i )]' Y.>} = 
= [(X3) m -«s 3 ,3)] '(^-C 3 j 2 ^ 1 ,Y 2 )). 
If in the model (Y3, C3 2j?2 + X3f93, E 3 j 3) (3rd stage) the BLUE $1(Yi, Y2) = 
= /52(/?i, Y2) from the model 
LU j ' VC2.1, X J \p2) ' \o!'
U L2 jJJ 
is used instead of p2 then the model obtained is 
{Y2 - C3J2(fiuY2), X3/f3, E3 > 3 + C3 j 2[(X2)-S 2 > 2 )]'S2 j 2(X'2) r a- ( S 2 2 )C; j 2 = S3 j 3}, 
where 
$2,2 = ^2,2 + ^2,l[(X 1 ) m ( S l l ) ]
/ H l 5 l (X' 1 ) m ( E i l ) C 2 j l . 
In the last model the BLUE of p3 is 
h\fi2{h, Y2\ Y3] = [ ( x 3 ) - S 3 J [y3 - C3J2(pu Y2)] . 
Thus hVHh, Y2), Y3] = h(Yu Y2, Y3). 
For p > 3 the procedure is analogous. 
Remark 3.2. If the condition Ctj = 0 O I ' - J _ 2 , i = 3, ..., p, j = V... 
..., i - 1 is not fulfilled then Var [&(j81? ..., &-i), VJ - Var [p{Yt, ..., IT,)] 4= 0. 
To see this, it is sufficient to investigate the case p = 3 with C 3 1 4= 0. 
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S ú h r n 
MNOHOETAPOVÝ REGRESNÝ MODEL 
LUBOMÍR KUBÁČEK 
Regresný model (Y, X/?, D) sa charakterizuje ako mnohoetapový, ak 
(Y, X/}, E) = 
IY,\ (Xu 0, ..., 0 \ 
^2,1? ^2? . . ., 0 
(ßЛ /S.Д, o, 
, E = I E 2 j 2 , 
^-/ yc,tlf C,,2, ..., XpJ \fj \o, o, ..., £,J 
pričom ^f(CJj)cz ^#(X^), i= 2, ...,p, j= 1, . . . , / — 1. Odhady vektora ^^ je povolené kon­
struovat len na základe realizácie vektorov Y1? ..., Yř, i= 1, ...,p. 
V práci sú uvedené podmienky, za ktorých najlepší nevychýlený lineárny odhad vektorového 
parametra fit, ktorý je založený na realizácii vektorov Yl9 ..., Yt, i= 2,..., p, je totožný s naj-
lepším nevychýleným lineárnym odhadom vektorového parametra /?f, ktorý je založený na od-
hadoch parametrov pl9 ..., fii-1 a vektora Yp i= 2, ...,p. 
Р е з ю м е 
МНОГОЭТАПНАЯ РЕГРЕССИОННАЯ МОДЕЛЬ 
Едоомж КХГВАСЕК 
Приведены необходимые и достаточные условия, при которых наилучшая линейная оценка 
( В Е № ) 0-0^, ..., У,.) совпадает с ВЪ\]Егв1(мв1, /?2, ..., %1_1, У.); Ух, ..., У. - субвекторы век-
гора У в общей регрессионной модели (У, X/?, Е) (/?[, ..., /?•)' — Р ~ вектор неизвестных 
параметров. Матрица плана X с особой, так называемой многоэтапной структурой и кова­
риационная матрица 2- даны. 
Аыгког'з аМгезз: 1ШОг. 1п§. ЬыЬотгг КыЬасек, Ог8с, Магетаиску йзигу 8АУ, ОЬгапа:^ 
гтеги 49, 814 73 Вгаиз^а . 
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